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School spirit officially kicks
off next week as MSUM cele-
brates Homecoming in a
weeklong celebration.
The festivities begin with an
all-campus picnic from 4:30
to 6:30 p.m. Monday in Kise. 
The annual Burning of the
“M” will light up the corner of
20th Street and Sixth Avenue
South at 9 p.m. This event is
also an opportunity to meet
the Homecoming royalty can-
didates and enjoy food, music
and fun.
A scavenger hunt from 2:30
to 5:30 p.m. Tuesday will be
in the CMU Ballroom.
Entertainment for
Wednesday will include
Dragon Art and Clean Start
from 2 to 5:30 p.m. in front of
the library. The Campus
Activities Board is also spon-
soring hypnotist Frederick 
Freshmen Mieckal Delaney, Miguel
Gonzalez and Daniel Graham knew
when they came to campus this fall
that they wanted to participate in the
toughest sports: rugby, wrestling ...
and cheerleading?
“Cheerleading is just as hard as those
sports,” Graham said. “It takes a lot of
strength to lift a girl up over your head
and a lot more skill to make it all look
good instead of going out there and
beating the crap out of some guy.”
For the first time since 1994, MSUM’s
Cheer Team will have male cheerlead-
ers during the winter sports’ season.
Dani Brandt, MSUM’s cheer team
coach, said the new male cheerleaders
will enhance the team.
“We have strong girls, but guys can
normally do more than the normal
girl,” Brandt said. “They [the girls] were
[thrown] almost twice as high just in
practice. I would encourage anyone
who thinks cheerleading is girlie to
watch ESPN. There are more and more
guys [involved].”
Brandt said cheerleading has been
open to both sexes in past years, but
she decided to offer a separate male
tryout last week.
“I had practices for the girls and, at
that time, six guys expressed interest
and didn’t show up,” Brandt said. “I
thought, ‘They’re intimidated to come
because of all the girls and I don’t
blame them.’”
Brandt said she had a few guys show
up at the men’s practice who decided
cheerleading definitely wasn’t for them,
but Delaney, Gonzalez and Graham
persevered.
“If you can get them there and can get
them doing it, it’s fun,” Brandt said.
“From one night, they were sore and
these are strong young men, rubbing
their legs and arms from jumping. It’s
not a girlie sport anymore.”
Gonzalez said he was a high school
cheerleader and decided to tryout at
MSUM to see if he could enhance his
skills. But like many other guys,
Gonzalez said he used to think cheer-
leading was easy.
A man conned a Campus
Crusade for Christ stu-
dent out of $150 last week




Security Mike Pehler said
a man who goes by Tony
lured a student to a motel
to pray with him. 
The student ended up
giving Tony cash for a bus
ticket to New York.
The same man also con-
tacted members from Chi
Alpha, Lutheran Campus
Ministry and the Newman
Center, Pehler said.
“He’s really zeroed in on
religious organizations,”
Pehler said. “He’s trying to
get people on his turf
under the guise of ‘come
pray with me.’”
Senior Chad Heimer said
he received a phone call
from Tony Sept. 18.
Heimer is a member of
Campus Crusade, but he
doesn’t know how Tony
got his name or phone
number.
Tony talked to Heimer
for about 20 minutes
about religion and asked
Heimer to meet him at the
Super 8 in Moorhead to
pray, Heimer said.
“During the initial part of
the conversation, I was
like, ‘does this guy know
me?’” Heimer said.
But Tony was hesitant to
give Heimer information
about himself other than
he was from Queens, N.Y.
Tony seemed to be play-
ing mind games to
attempt to get him on his
turf, Heimer said.
“After the matter, I’m
starting to really see his
scheme,” Heimer said.
Heimer decided not to go
to the hotel and screened
phone calls after that.
But another member of
Campus Crusade who
lives on the same resi-
dence hall floor as Heimer




would not release due to a
pending investigation, met





cash from the student
saying he intended to
spend it on a bus ticket
to New York.
But when the student
dropped Tony off at the
Greyhound bus depot in
Fargo, Tony got on a
Metro Area Transit bus
instead, Pehler said.
Heimer and two other
Campus Crusade mem-







The first report was from
4:51 p.m. Sept. 17 when
Tony reportedly asked a
student for money in the
campus mall area, Pehler
said.
According to the report,
Tony asked the student
for about $20 for a hotel
room. When the student
refused, Tony became
irate and threatened to
hurt him with bodily
harm, Pehler said.
Tony didn’t make good
on his threats, left the 
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Local band Blood Dries










with win over Winona.





Cheerleader Daniel Graham lifts Cindy Lee into
the air while Miguel Gonzalez spots during a
recent practice. All three are MSUM freshmen.
PETE MONTECUOLLO/PHOTO EDITOR
❒ SCAM, page 11
African beat
Joseck Asikoye performs Monday in the CMU Ballroom with the Kenyan
group Jabali Afrika. The band has toured in Europe and Japan and recently













Give me a G-U-Y
❒ CHEER, page 11
Cheer squad welcomes male teammates
9.26
Sigma Tau Delta, 5 p.m., Weld
Library 
9.27
Support International, 5:30 p.m.,
CMU 207
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Two simple assaults in
CMU





Theft from motor vehicle
in parking lot S
Fire alarm in CMU
Medical emergency in
Dahl
















Mardis Gras, 9 p.m.,
Underground, $2.
Alan Chapman lecture, 7:30
p.m., King Auditorium, free.
10.2






Get your organization listed
in the Dragons’ Den. Send us
the time, date and location of
your next event and watch
the people come rolling in.
advocate@mnstate.edu
Australian college
rep to visit MSUM
A representative from the
University of the Sunshine
Coast, Queensland, Australia,
will be at MSUM at 11 a.m.
Friday in the Center for
Business Room 108.
MSUM students are now
able to study during spring
semester at USC. Internships
are also available.
For more information, con-





Senior Year Experience, a
class to address issues spe-
cific to a MSUM senior’s tran-
sition from student to profes-
sional, will meet from 6 to
8:30 p.m. Tuesdays  this fall
beginning Oct. 15.
SYE is an opportunity for
seniors to reflect upon their
MSUM experience and
become productive alumni.
SYE consists of sessions dis-
cussing Dress for Success,
Social Etiquette, Careers,
Personal Finance, Wellness,
Workplace Ethics and Civic
Responsibility. 
Students may register for
PDEV 190 or call Thomas
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Peter Hartje, student senate president, takes his turn in the dunk
tank during DragonFest last Wednesday.
English faculty
plan forum series
The English department will
offer a faculty forum series at
3:30 p.m. today (Thursday) in
Weld Library. 
MSUM English professor Jill
Frederick will discuss “The
Monstrous Displacement of
St. Christopher: A Medieval





The annual fall picnic of
Africans and Africanists in
the Fargo-Moorhead area will
be at Gooseberry Park from 3
to 6 p.m. Saturday.
This year’s picnic will fea-
ture “nyama choma” treats of
roasted meats, fresh veggies
and assorted African dishes
and delicacies.
MSUM professor Bruce
Roberts and other Tri-College
faculty will discuss their
summer travels to Africa and
present slides of their experi-
ences in a rural Nigerian uni-
versity. 
The public is invited to
attend and bring a dish to
share.
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stand on violence 
In light of recent violence on
campus, Campus Affairs, a
student senate committee,
would like to remind students
that violence in physical and
verbal forms will not be toler-
ated on campus.
MSUM is committed to fos-
tering a safe environment on
and off campus for students,
faculty, staff and visitors.
Anyone who witnesses or
experiences violence should
report the situation to
Campus Security, 236-2449,
or the police department.
Student senate invites stu-
dents to voice complaints and
concerns by e-mailing
stusen@mnstate.edu.
Tim Penny to visit
MSUM Thursday
Minnesota candidate for
governor Tim Penny will visit
MSUM today (Thursday) from
2 to 3 p.m. Penny will be
available for public visiting
from 2:30 to 3 p.m. in the
CMU main lounge.
Student senate reminds stu-
dents to register to vote. 
Voter registration tables will
be set up in the CMU and
outside the Dragon Stop




The Jazz Arts Group will
present “This Fabulous
Woman of Jazz” featuring New
York alto saxophonist
Karolina Strassmayer at 8
p.m. Saturday in Glasrud
Auditorium. 
Tickets are $7 in advance for
MSUM students and are
available at all Hornbacher’s
or by calling the Jazz Arts
Group at 236-0421. Tickets
are also available at the door
for $9.
Strassmayer grew up in a
village in the Austrian Alps.
She has performed and
recorded with artists such as
Buddy DeFranco and Bobby
Shaw and is featured with the
New York all female band,
Diva.
For more information, con-
tact the Jazz Arts Group.
East Asian lecture
set for next week
Richard Kagan, professor of
East Asian history at Hamline
University in St. Paul, will
offer a multimedia presenta-
tion discussing “Asian
American Literature: Creating
and Educating the American
Reader.” 
Kagan’s lecture will be at 7
p.m. Monday in CMU 101.
Kagan is a scholar and polit-
ical activist who has written
about human rights in Korea,
Taiwan and China.
Kagan is also a member of
the editorial board of the
Bulletin of Concerned Asian
Scholars.
For more information about
the lecture, contact Abner
Arauza at 236-2721 or
arauza@mnstate.edu, or con-




The remaining unsold park-
ing spaces for the John
Neumaier lot will be sold this
week on a first-come, first-
served basis to all other stu-
dent residents. The cost for
the reserved permit is $120 or
$35 with the return of a cur-
rent housing permit. 
Professional and
grad school fair set
The 16th annual Tri-College
Graduate and Professional
School Information Day will




advanced degree will learn
how to become a competitive
candidate  
Thirty-six schools have reg-
istered for the event.
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Building Your Legacy, the
27th annual family history
workshop, will return to
MSUM from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Saturday in the CMU.
Jeanne Alm, president of the
Heritage Education
Commission, said she expects
nearly 250 people to attend
this year’s workshop. 
“There are those who like to
white-wash the family skele-
tons and those who like to
emphasize their notoriety,”
Alm said. “[I’ve] enjoyed
spending time with older rela-
tives and learning all the sto-
ries they have to share.” 




alumna Fran Gray Krueger
will discuss “Solving the
Mysteries of Old
Photographs.”
Three awards will also be
given for winning family histo-
ry research projects. Award
criteria include diaries, mem-
oirs or journals that open a
window to the past; useful-




and Paula Stuart Warren will
be the keynote speakers for
the workshop.
“Genealogy is a full-time
business for us — as
researchers, consultants, and
lecturers and writers,” Jim
said.
The Warrens are co-authors
of “Your Guide to the Family
History Library: How to
Access the World’s Largest
Genealogy Resource” and will
sell the book during the work-
shop. Their presentation, “Did
You Marry Me for My Family
History?” combines Jim’s and
Paula’s backgrounds, includ-
ing some gangster connec-
tions and Ozark ancestors.
The public is invited to
attend the workshop to learn
more about studying family
history. Cost is $25.
Registration forms and sched-








Walkup can be reached 
at lib_beth3@hotmail.com.
T h e
A d v o c a t e
A t t e n t i o n
“ C r a n k
Y a n k e r s ”
f a n s .  
T r y  i t  a t
h o m e .  
C a l l  2 1 1 5
www.mnstate.edu/advocate
Love,
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Blasting forth with hand-
claps, wailing keyboards,
and lusty crooning, OK Go
has a chance to make rock
into good
time music
o n c e
a g a i n .
Re ject ing
the sullen,
m o o d y
narcissism
prevalent
in much of today’s music, the
Chicago quartet present
themselves as something of a
throwback to a bygone era
when music was silly and
fun.
OK Go meld bits of the
Cars, Elvis Costello, They
Might Be Giants and the
Pixies into a peppy keyboard
pop mélange designed to
shake your booty and get you
home safely. Add the aura of
a boy band seduced by cre-
ativity, and OK Go has all of
the ingredients to make their
self-titled debut a success.
Serving as first single and
album kickoff, “Get Over It”
comes out with both hands
clapping, making reality of a
theoretical Queen/Cars cou-
pling and some thousand-
man “hey” shouts for good
measure.
“Don’t Ask Me” and “You’re
So Damn Hot” follow on this
sonic trail, waving their
hands in the air as though
they didn’t have a character
flaw they didn’t like. The
boys return to this path later
with “There’s A Fire”, suavely
mixing in Motown styling to
their established bop rock
formula.
The album doesn’t fare
quite as well when dipping
into more down-tempo fields,
but a few nuggets still shine
through.
“What To Do” enters into
the realm of Weezer-Pixies
collaboration wanly but with
a sly grin, declaring
“mediocre people do excep-
tional things all the time.”
Sixties pop and Tony Basil
are brought in for consulta-
tion on “C-C-C-Cinnamon
Lips,” adding a new level of
pop catchiness that is illegal
in Germany and most
Muslim countries.
“The Fix Is In” places most
of its bets on They Might Be
Giants, minus any of the
kitsch provided by TMBG’s
visions of molecule men,
birdhouses in your soul or
Istanbul (or Constantinople,
for that matter). Nonetheless,
the aural referencing retains
satisfactions uniquely its
own.
When all is said and done,
OK Go emerges as a breath of
only slightly re-circulated air.
More importantly, when most
music paints fun as a purely
solipsistic endeavor, OK Go
brings vitality back to rock-
ing out and having a hell of a
time.
Tapping into geeky exuber-
ance and slick musical cheer,
they just might have the
ammo needed to win the
hearts and minds of sour
pusses everywhere.
Or, at the very least, relieve
some of the drudgery
brought forth by Creed and






Mattheis can be reached at
matthemi@mnstate.edu
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Lisa Nawrot was stunned
when she watched the video-
tape of her 5-year-old son
Andrew as he discovered the
pistol hidden in a playroom
desk drawer.
It was part of an MSUM
research study on child
firearm safety and the .32 cal-
iber Baretta was made com-
pletely inoperable by the Clay
County Sheriff’s Department.
“Not only did he pick up the
gun, he aimed it and pulled
the trigger before he came to
get me,” said Nawrot, an
MSUM psychology professor
who oversaw the research pro-
ject. “I couldn’t believe it. My





stored. We’ve instructed our
children over and over again
not to touch guns and that if
they should ever find one to
tell an adult immediately. So
what does he do? Go figure.”
The study, part of a graduate
study psychology thesis by
Kristen McIntyre, was
designed to examine how 5-
and 6-year-old children from
the Midwest would respond if
they discovered a gun in a
household setting. It was pre-
sented recently at a psycholo-
gy conference in Chicago.
The results: no matter how
much you warn your children
about guns, or how familiar
they are with them, it doesn’t
necessarily prevent them from
handling the weapon danger-
ously.
National statistics show that
about 500 children die each
year from accidental gunshot
wounds and most of those
occur inside a house or apart-
ment.
While the incidence of acci-
dental shootings is decreas-
ing, Nawrot said,
t h a t
does-
n ’ t
preclude the practicality of
firearm safety. Especially
when guns are kept in half of
all United States households.
“All previous studies on this
topic — including hidden cam-
era reports on television news
programs like “20/20” and “60
Minutes,” have focused on
urban families,” Nawrot said.
“We wanted to see if there
would be a difference in
Midwest children who,
because of the popularity of
hunting, were more likely to
be familiar with firearms.”
Unlike their urban counter-
parts, she said, Midwestern
children were also less likely
to associate guns with real-life
crime.
The MSUM study began last
year when 486 surveys were
sent to Fargo-Moorhead day-
care parents asking them to
fill out a questionnaire on
family firearm safety devel-
oped by Nawrot. About 100 of
the surveys were returned,
which gave the researchers a
starting point.
Mirroring national statistics,





where the gun of
choice was a pis-






guns or rifles and their
use was typically for hunt-
ing. Most of these guns
were stored unloaded and
locked.
Twenty parents who com-
pleted the survey agreed to
take part in a controlled,
videotaped experiment in
which they could observe how
their children behaved when
discovering a real gun in
a normal family setting.
Half the children were
from families with
firearms in their home;
the other half involved
children from homes
without firearms.
“With half the children,
we hid the gun in a toy
box. With the other half,
we put it in a desk draw-
er,” she said. “When we
left the children alone,
we told them we had to
talk to their parents for a
while and that they
should spend some time
in the play room color-
ing. Depending on where
we hid the gun, we told
the children they could
find crayons either in the
toy box or the desk
drawer. Then we left the
children alone and
watched them from another
room where we could observe
them on two hidden cameras.”
“The results we got were sur-
prising,” Nawrot said.
“We hypothesized that the
children would be more likely
to play with the gun when
they found it in a toy box. You
know, it’s in the context of a
toy. Not true. Children who
found the gun in the desk
drawer tended to handle the
pistol much more.”
“We hypothesized that chil-
dren from gun-owning families
would be less likely to handle
an unsecured firearm than
children from families without
guns. Why? Because they’ve
had more exposure to guns.
Not true,” Nawrot said.
“There were no significant
differences between the two
groups of children and how
they handled the gun.
“We hypothesized that if par-
ents talked with their children
about firearm safety they’d be
less likely to handle the gun
during the observation. Again,
not true. In fact, children
whose parents had talked to
them about gun safety han-
dled the pistol more than chil-
dren who’d received no safety
instructions from their par-
ents.”
So what does this tell us
about children and guns?
“That research on firearm
safety and education needs to
take into account demograph-
ic area because, as we’ve
shown, small town, rural fam-
ilies have very different
firearm experiences and safety
practices than families in large
urban areas,” Nawrot said.
Also, she said, the study
indicates that the most com-
mon firearm safety practice
parents teach their children —
“don’t touch/ and tell an
adult” — isn’t perfect and that
we definitely need to reassess
how we teach children to
behave when then encounter a
gun at home or at a friend’s
house.
“The Promise of Water,” a documen-
tary capturing in photographs and
words the controversial story of North
Dakota’s Garrison Diversion Project, is
being released next week by the
Institute for Regional Studies.
An exhibit of photographs and copy
from the book will be showing at the
NDSU Memorial Union Gallery
through Oct. 11, with a book release
and signing reception there from 4 to 6
p.m. Friday.
The exhibit will then travel through
North Dakota to Minot, Jamestown,
Bismarck, Williston and Devils Lake.
Photographer Wayne Gudmundson
and art historian Robert Silberman,
collaborated in putting together the
incredible history of The Garrison
Diversion Project. “The Promise of
Water” is now available in local book-
stores, selling for $19.95 hardback or
$12.95 soft cover.
Gudmundson, a North Dakota native
whose photographs are included in the
permanent collection of the Museum of
Modern Art, teaches mass communi-
cations at MSUM. Silberman, senior
adviser for the PBS series “American
Photography: A Century of Images,” is
an art historian at the University of
Minnesota.
Their simple, straightforward docu-
mentary about a complicated, convo-
luted and controversial government
juggernaut cuts through perceptions,
propaganda and public relations.
Peeling away the obfuscations and
exaggerations of proponents and oppo-
nents alike, this book demonstrates
once again that a camel is just a horse
designed by committee.
“The Promise of Water” is a classic
fable about self-interest vs. the com-
mon good and the abiding dissonance
between utopian visions and reality.
Once such an innocent and promis-
ing concept-destined to save North
Dakota family farms by diverting
Missouri River water to irrigate crop-
lands in the dry western and central
parts of the

















G a r r i s o n
D i v e r s i o n
Project has
since been called “the dog of all water
projects” by a Secretary of the Interior
and “lunatic” by Reader’s Digest in an
article titled “Half a Billion Dollars
Down the Drain.” The Audubon
Society had a more clever heading for
its critique of the project: “Dr.
Strangelove Builds a Canal.”
Currently in remission, this titanic
government project has created so 
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MSUM psych study shows child gun 





Psychology professor Lisa Nawrot
was surprised when she saw her 5-
year-old son Andrew’s reaction to a
gun on this video footage.
Professor collaborates on Garrison Diversion project
By GLENN TORNELL
MSUM News Service
ILLUSTRATION BY MATT KAUFENBERG
❒ DOCUMENTARY, back page
Hi, my name is Jenel and I am a
talk radio junkie. 
I work 40 hours a week. For that
40 hours a
week, when-

















knows me knows that I am not
ultraconservative by any means.
You all should be able to assert
that as well if you read my last col-
umn. 
For starters, I think George W.
Bush is an idiot. But, for hours a
day I can sit and listen to his
"priests" praise his glory. So, you
may ask, how can I be entertained
by the blind followers of GW? 
For starters, that's pretty much
what's out there on talk radio. The
Sean Hannitys, Rush Limbaughs
and Scott Hennens take up most of
the bandwith, spouting their ever-
lasting adoration to the Republican
Party. 
More than that, though, I thrive
on dissenting opinions. My
thoughts and opinions don't usu-
ally line up with the mainstream,
wherever I am and whatever the
mainstream is. It's not because I
intentionally take the "other road"
but because I like to form my opin-
ions on my own.
I'd like to think that I'm not a
sheep.  
Here we come to the problem that
I'm having at the institution of
MSUM this year. 
You are sheep. Or, at least that's
what I have to assume. I walk
around campus each week and no
one seems to care what's going on.
Everyone reads the same paper
(you're reading it right now) and
everyone wears the same clothes
(by the way, did you know that
Tommy Hilfiger is a first-class
bigot? But, I digress ...). No one has
an opinion of his or her own. Or, at
least no one takes the time to
express it.
Well, I shouldn't say "no one."
There's a very nice group of people
(the Alcove) who meet every Friday
night to discuss differing opinions
of many things but other than
that, I haven't found anyone.
I haven't seen a letter to the edi-
tor in the Advocate at all. Where
are you Edward T.J. Brown?
Where are you James Grindeland?
The world needs you!
Regardless of the reputation this
campus had in the 1970s, I have
never seen a good protest here.
Aren't there any issues which
cause your fury to be sparked? 
This may be the best opportunity
of your life to tell people what you
think. This is how you can start to
break free from the Abercrombie &
Fitch conglomeration that walks
around campus like robots. I chal-
lenge you to speak your minds. Tell
people what you think.
Until you do, I guess I'll stick with
my old standbys. I know I can
count on them to disagree with me





I would like to appeal to
the members of the campus
community to kindly con-
sider a request for assis-
tance. Support
International, an MSUM
student organization, has appar-
ently been the victim of theft. 
Last year, with the help of Jodi
Bendel in Instructional Media
Graphics, we had a table skirt
and tri-fold display board made
with the Support International
logo. In addition to our unique
logo (hands of three different col-
ors embracing the world) our
items were distinct because of our
use of a white rather than red
background. 
We used these items, as do
other student organizations, at
on-campus events, such as
Dragon Fest and Celebration of
Nations, and at off campus func-
tions, such as the upcoming
Cultivate Our Cultures festival
next month. Although our organi-
zation has a modest budget, we
invested $130 in these items with
the understanding that they con-
vey our identity and that they
would last for a long time. 
Last week, on the morning of
Dragon Fest, we went to our cubi-
cle in the Center for Leadership
and Organizations office (CMU
225) and found that these items
were missing. Additionally, some
of our items were still mounted on
the tri-fold board. 
None of our members, nor any-
one in the Center has any knowl-
edge of where these things have
gone. SI’s mission is “to support
underprivileged communities
from developing countries with
resources, services and sus-
tainable community-based
projects that will improve
the living standards of these
people.” 
In light of this objective,
we simply ask that if anyone has
any knowledge of where these
items have gone that they please
contact either the group
President, Kara Miller (287-4525
or millerjk@mnstate.edu) or the
organization advisor, Bruce
Roberts at (236-2043 or
robertsb@mnstate.edu) 
No further actions will be pur-
sued. We only request that our
belongings be returned to us so
that we may use our time, energy,
and funds to further the group











This year’s freshman enrollment is the highest it’s
been since 1991. Preliminary figures show 1,268
first-year students are attending MSUM this year.
The Chronicle for Higher Education recently pub-
lished a key to understanding the new group of fresh-
men. Beloit College in Wisconsin compiles an annual
“mind-set list” to help college faculty and administra-
tion understand their new students.
A traditional freshman graduated from high school
in 2002 and was born in 1984. Based on that birth
year, the following are some of Beloit’s tips to under-
stand new students:
Students born in the mid-1980s have known only
Southerners as U.S. presidents. 
To people who likely didn’t pay attention to music
until the 1990s, a “hair band” is some sort of fashion
accessory.
New freshmen likely grew up in minivans and have
always known cars to have air bags, CD players and
eye-level rear brake lights.
Barbie has always had a job.
George Foreman has always been a barbecue grill
salesman.
Following this example, we came up with our own
guide to freshmen. Because the face of campus is
constantly changing, first-year students may have dif-
ferent perspectives:
Neumaier Hall is a state-of-the-art apartment com-
plex for upperclassmen. College freshmen were still
getting settled into high school when the former
Neumaier was imploded in 1999.
Ask freshmen where Murray Beach is, and you’ll
probably get perplexed looks. But they could direct
any upperclassman to The Slab.
New students won’t have to walk through a cloud of
smoke on the steps of Weld Hall or fight with room-
mates about cigarette smells thanks to new smoking
policies.
Freshmen know Nelson as the quiet, all-girl hall.
Previously, “the beer can” was the co-ed party dormi-
tory. Now the place to party is Grantham.
First year Dragons think Roland Dille is just the
Santa Claus-looking man who walks down the hall-
way.
To a new student, there have always been automatic
toilets in the union.
Freshmen can’t recall the good ol’ days when a stu-
dent could sneak into Kise for free. Now those pesky
alarms give them away every time.
“I’d like to think that
I’m not a sheep.”







A & E editor
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily
those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the editor and Your Turn
submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year is school
or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped off in
The Advocate office or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
Regardless of the reputation
this campus had in the




Student organization needs your help
Thursday, Sept. 26, 2002
What ever happened to
protest and dissension?
Stelton-Holtmeier can be reached 
at stelton@mnstate.edu.
Good things can grow out of the
greatest tragedies. After the ter-



















for almost 80 hours this past
summer might not be considered
tragic – a happy ending saw each
one rescued – the nerve-grinding
events that unfolded can still
prove to birth something wholly
positive (aside, perhaps, from new
safety regulations). 
For your consideration: a new
reality television show baring
some actual entertainment value
in which nine completely different
people are placed nipple-deep in
water not only to see what tran-
spires, but to give them some
time to think about their past
transgressions. A rough draft of
the contestants for season one:
1. Pat Buchanan – Is he a bigger
boob than Jerry Falwell? Tough
choice, but Patty here makes the
cut over the reverend because of
his newfound public spotlight, co-
hosting his own show on MSNBC. 
Hey, I’m all for having a diverse
roster of commentators, but giv-
ing a mic to the man who pro-
claimed Hitler “a pretty coura-
geous guy” takes their hiring of
Alan Keyes and bouncing it to the
10th power. 
2. Lance Bass – To hell with
space, put this kid in the deep
end with nothing to hold onto but
a ghetto blaster that plays noth-
ing but N’Sync discs 24 hours a
day. If, after the first week, he
isn’t bobbing up and down in a
puddle of his own vomit, we’ll pull
him out and see how Justin
Timberlake’s hair holds up under
damp conditions.
3. Whoever’s responsible for
those Old Navy commercials –
Just because, you know, they’re
the worst things ever. 
4. An ex-girlfriend of mine, circa
1999 – Not that I’m one to hold
grudges, but I hope your weekly
meetings at the Church of Satan
are going well, you cold-hearted
bitch.
5. Vlade Divac – The
Sacramento Kings connoisseur
on acting like a spoiled brat, who
made a practice out of failing to
guard Shaq while perfecting the
art of the temper tantrum. 
By game seven, I hadn’t been
that embarrassed for someone
since a friend of mine pooped
himself in kindergarten and had
to clean up in the bathroom.
6. Courtney Love – For the bla-
tant delusion in imagining herself
vindicated in controlling Kurt
Cobain’s legacy. Oh, and because
she probably killed him.
7. Dan Bartlett – Sometimes you
just have to shoot the messenger.
The White House spokesman
relayed the thoughts of the
administration last week, using
words of skepticism to mask an
underlying, ceaseless goal to
remain at war instead of making
some kind of an attempt toward
peace (but more about that in a
different column). 
8. The crack team of writers
penning fortune cookie fortunes,
today – They’re not even fortunes
anymore. I say we have some kind
of fortune cookie renaissance,
with new and improved premoni-
tions like "Your house is on fire"
and "Stock up on penicillin."   
9. Jerry Falwell – What the hell,
we can always find room for his
fat ass down there. 
The alternate: Will Smith – I
swear to God, Smith – one more
damn movie theme and you’re
sleeping with the fishes. 
Hello, hello – I'm back to annoy
the piss out of several tens of
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s o p h i c a l
asses like me take some time to
organize their thinking about
where things are going and where
they've been. 
But stick with me – I'm not
gonna sit here and type out a list
of what your opinions should be,
try to fill your head with bucket-
loads of propaganda about all the
political situations in the world-
that's for the main editorial. 
Anyway, my point: I spent most
of last year being pissed off for
one reason or another – very evi-
dent if you knew me personally or
read any of my columns then (not
that they weren't entertaining, of
course). 
I was a sour mofo, uh, dawg.
Basically, this left me with a lot of
time to think during the summer
about what I wanted out of life. I
really think everyone needs that
kind of mental roto-rooter every
once in a while. Not that I had any
life-changing epiphanies – I just
realized I was being a doo-doo
head.
Last New Year's Eve, I had a
party to go to. My old roommate
and his girlfriend were going and
I knew there would be enough
people there that I got along with
to make it fun, as opposed to the
kind of party you attend to get
laid (not that there's anything
wrong with that, if that's your
bag). 
Anyway, that evening, when my
roommate left with his girlfriend, I
ended up willingly falling asleep
in front of the TV. On New Year's.
The guy who was throwing the
party called me at about 10 and
told me to come over. I dragged
myself there and spent the rest of
the night being a prick. To this
day, I don't know why – just felt
like it.
There's a difference between
being a smiling moron and
dwelling on what's wrong with
every single damn thing in your
little sphere of existence. Things
aren't perfect – in fact, they suck
most of the time, if you really
think about it. I don't ignore the
gritty spots in the latté of life
(okay, okay, c'mon – I haven't
written in awhile), but I don't
spend most of my time bitching
about everything, either. 
I finally figured out that things
are really the same whether
you're pissed off or not – it's all
about deciding whether to enjoy
"smooth sailing" when it happens
or ponder every little nonsensical
bureaucracy, annoying personali-
ty trait or overplayed song that
steps in your path. 
Yeah, life is filled with all of that,
but I don't have the energy any-
more to begrudge God or people
or fate for any of it. This may
sound a little like previous ram-
bling from me, but this isn't
about being happy for no reason
or ignoring all the crap that gets
thrown at you – it's about chang-
ing your perspective.
It's like listening to "Crash Into
Me" when Dave Matthews asks,
"Who's got their claws in you, my
friend?" and finally realizing it
was me. All it took to pry the
claws out was being able to let
every day stand on its own. 
It works the same way as golf –
if I stay pissed off about getting a
super-super-mega-bogey on the
second hole, I might as well go
home.
Life is just what it is, and it is
unique – the crappy golf
metaphor aside, no single experi-
ence, adage or proverb can sum
up its varied aspects. 
If you're bored, you're thinking
simplistically and ignoring all the
specifically qualitative differences
from one day to the next.
Standing in one rainstorm is
never the same as standing in
another, even if we adopt the
"same b.s., different day” mental-
ity as a coping mechanism for the
microcosmic drama that happens
every single day. 
There are billions of moments
that we feel despair, elation,
anger, etc. I wish life had a
soundtrack so people would actu-
ally realize how stirring it is. Life's
not a comedy (or a porno,
dammit), but it's no suicide-
inducing independent black-and-
white piece of Euro-trash, either. 
Just make sure you're not going
to the bathroom or getting pop-
corn and Milk Duds during the
good parts.




“I wish life had a
soundtrack so people
would actually realize
how stirring it is.”
Shippee can be reached 
at blindwillie9@hotmail.com.
I say we have some kind of
fortune cookie renaissance,
with new and improved 
premonitions like ‘Your
house is on fire,’ and 
‘Stock up on penicillin.’
▼
“
It’s like listening to ‘Crash Into
Me,’ when Dave Matthews
asks, ‘Who’s got their claws 
in you, my friend?’ and finally







have to shoot the 
messenger. ”
Nine people who should be committed to a hole in the ground
Crash into a whole new perspective on life
One man’s journey away from spending all his time being annoyed
Rausch can be reached 
at rausch02@hotmail.com.
One thing is for certain: after reading
Bayard Godsave’s “Allentown,” most peo-
ple will scratch Allentown, in Buffalo,
N.Y., off their must-
visit travel lists.  
They may find
themselves wishing
that places like this
do not exist. 
Not Allentown it-
self, but the dark
places inside it.  
But these places do
exist, potentially
lurking even in our
own backyards, and
Godsave’s obsession
comes with his at-
tempts at exploring
and exploiting them.
Godsave is a 2001
graduate of MSUM’s master of fine arts
program in creative writing. “Allentown,”
was published on the MSUM campus.  
“Allentown,” a novella that just barely
breaks the 100-page mark, is a fast-
paced trek through the lives of five char-
acters constantly living on the fringe of
deceit and self-destruction.  
To Godsave’s credit, the storyline is as
tightly-constructed and concise as they
come, saving the reader from what would
otherwise be a confusing and sporadic
chain of events. 
The novella, like its characters, runs in
a vicious circle. Chance leads to circum-
stance, which leads to desperation,
which leads to desolation.  
This helps to explain why five perfect
strangers end up colliding with each
other’s lives so catastrophically.  
The novella as a whole could be de-
scribed as the bastard son of a frenzy of
Quentin Tarantino films and, perhaps,
the caffeine jitters.  
Its prose flows in often
liquid-like poetic de-
scription, giving readers
the gritty detail of inner-
city life on the skids.  
The dialogue is quick,
realistic and lively, mak-
ing an interesting con-
trast to the fragmented
thought patterns of the
central characters.  
The plot deals primarily
with the central charac-
ters’ attempts at making
a living by whatever
means possible. Readers discover that
most of the methods used to make such
a living are not entirely legal.  
The characters meander through cir-
cles of prostitution, credit card scams,
theft, murder and acid trips gone devas-
tatingly wrong.  
The book’s characters aren’t all to be
taken and labeled as seedy derelicts and
drug dealers, however, and a couple of
them even try to change the dark paths
onto which they have fallen.
As for the storyline, fans of clear-cut,
wrapped-up conclusions may as well
abandon hope of getting such treatment
with “Allentown.”  
Loose ends still dangle after the final
cover has been closed; questions remain
unanswered, crucial characters all but
forgotten.  
However, this is not entirely a bad
thing.  
After all, the ending,
though somewhat
rushed and a little too
a c t i o n - m o v i e - l i k e ,
holds interest by keep-
ing readers guessing,
providing great food for
thought and conversa-
tion long after the book
is finished.  
Plus, the novel has
some amazing scenic
detail, since Godsave
grew up in western New
York. Readers get some
very authentic and accurate detail of
sites in Allentown and Buffalo. 
Over all, “Allentown” leaves readers sat-
isfied, if not desiring more than just the
103 pages it has to offer. There are nu-
merous typos, which can be very annoy-
ing but are easily overshadowed by what
the book has to offer.  
For the college student who has been
under strict parental lock-and-key thus
far, the novella sports much rebellion
and enough “F” words to choke on.  
For a metal band, breaking into the pop
punk and indie rock sound of Fargo-
Moorhead may seem impossible, but
passion and persistence can break the
mold. 
The quartet Blood Dries Black started
four years ago. Only two original mem-
bers Joe Anderson, 24, bass guitar and
Andrew Wallin, 25, lead singer and gui-
tar remain. 
Brothers Jared Norris, 20, vocals and
guitar and Justin Norris, 25, drummer
joined the band three years later in
2001.
Collectively the band idolizes the music
of such bands as Helmet, Godflesh,
Slayer, Iron Maiden, Quicksand and
Sevendust. 
In the beginning, they hardly knew one
another, but now they share a fellowship,
camaraderie that is envied by other
bands, a bond that is apparent in their
performance. 
According to Anderson, having a band
composed of friends is “very comfort-
able.” 
“We are on the same page and concen-
trate on how to further the band,” Justin
Norris said. “We do argue, and some-
times we argue a lot, but that's because
we are passionate about what we are
doing.”
Sometimes describing your own music
can be difficult, but Blood Dries Black
consider themselves a metal band. 
“We are black sheep in a flock of metal
bands,” Wallin said. 
Their music is “bludgeoning heavy,”
Justin Norris said. “It is raw and abra-
sive.”
“We still have a groove,” Jared Norris
said.
They used to be known as Anomy, but
refused to go into why they changed the
name. 
“It’s a long story,” Anderson said. 
While working on a side project, former
Anomy member Wallin stumbled upon
the name. 
“I was running through a field and it
was night time. I didn’t see a barbed-wire
fence and it basically came up and hit
me in the lip. I had to get three stitches
in my lip and all of the stitches were
dried black,” Wallin explained. “The
name is kind of a metaphor for a wound
that’s healing.”
Blood Dries Black fans can be found all
over the metro area. The crowds consist
of fans both young and old. Some are
die-hard punk rockers and others are
there just to be entertained. 
Justin Norris said, “all ages shows are
better [than bar shows] because kids ap-
preciate the music more.”
Replacing members repeatedly can
sometimes be detrimental to a band’s
performance, but in Blood Dries Black’s
case the overall result is benificial.
Changing drummers and bassists has
“helped and slowed the band,” Anderson
said. 
They agree that the band is happy and
comfortable. Everyone has the same
goals.
The song writing process is collabora-
tive. Every member plays a part.
Lyrically, the band writes about unsuc-
cessful relationships, religion and people
on the streets.  
“We write about day-to-day people,”
Jared Norris said. 
Though their music may be somewhat
ear-piercing and seemingly angry, the
band concurs that their message is a
positive one.
Blood Dries Black agree that the music
scene in Fargo-Moorhead has gotten
much better. There are “lots of working
bands in the area,” said Anderson. 
“Everyone wants to be a rock star,”
Jared Norris said, “and everyone helps
[each other] out.” 
For Blood Dries Black, mosh pits are
not a specialty. While playing a show in
Minot, N.D., guitar player Jared Norris
jumped into the growing pit of head-
banging fans.
Some unfortunate kid ended up with a
broken nose after Norris accidentally hit
him with his guitar. Jared apologized,
but the kid thought it was the coolest
thing in the world.  
With three CDs out and a fourth in the
making, Blood Dries Black seem to be
doing just fine. 
The new CD, due out in early 2003, will
be their first full-length album with this
line up. 
The band’s song “Cold Faith” has
played on Q98. Among other things, the
band plans on touring the Midwest and
West Coast in summer 2003. This is a
life-long pursuit for all the members of
Blood Dries Black, who hope to someday
not have day jobs. 
It appears this dream is not far from re-
ality, considering how far they have
come. To Blood Dries Black, playing
music is a way of life. 














Hoveskeland can be reached 
at brethoveskeland@hotmail.com.
“For the college student whohas been under strict parental
lock-and-key thus far, the
novella sports much rebellion











Blood Dries Black prepares for a bashing with upcoming CD
From left: Andrew Wallin, Jared Norris, Justin Norris and Joe Anderson, members 
of Blood Dries Black, look forward to their upcoming CD.
SUBMITTED PHOTO
From the north, south and east, four
men came together through their love of
music.     
Blue Jupiter, a vocal group based in
Minneapolis, contains members from
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Texas and
Pennsylvania.  
The roots of Blue Jupiter reach to the
east where tenor, baritone Marty Gasper,
Moorhead; high tenor Chris Chatham,
Pittsburgh; and tenor, baritone
Christopher Eloranpa, Owen, Wis., at-
tended school at Berklee College of
Music,  in Boston.
They said they were in another group at
BCM but it didn’t go anywhere. However,
enjoying the chemistry among the three
of them, they decided to form their own
group and began advertising for a bass
singer on an a cappella based website.  
Tim Foust, a pre-dental student from
Nederland, Texas, soon replied and audi-
tioned for the band.  
He was accepted and, along with the
other three members, moved to
Minneapolis to form Blue Jupiter.
"We don't go so far as to classify our-
selves as an a cappella group,"
Gasper said. 
Gasper said they occasionally
incorporate piano and guitar in
their music.  They also defined
their style as more edgy rather
than the normal a cappella
cliquey.     
Blue Jupiter’s name was cre-
ated when they had five members
in the band. They said they put
the fifth color of the color spec-
trum (blue) and the fifth planet of
the solar system (Jupiter) to-
gether to form the name.
Together since September 2001,
Blue Jupiter has traveled
through 10 states and has accu-
mulated a widespread fan base. 
To some, the term “warped melon” may
bring to mind images of bent fruit. To
others more fluent in southern slang,
"warped melon" is another term for a
hangover.
For Mike Carbone, the southern slang
term seemed fitting for a band that
bends musical styles and patterns. 
“We like to think of our music as a
mind-bending experience,” Carbone
said. “We get asked what the name
means all the time. Some people just
know what it is. I don’t know if they’ve
had enough of them [hangovers] that it
just makes sense to them or what.”
Carbone started the Warped Melon
Blues Band six years ago with former
MSUM professor Dave Cline. Cline has
since moved on, leaving Carbone the
leader of the four-person blues band.
The band consists of Marty Olson on
lead vocals and guitar, Don Gallus on
bass guitar, MSUM alumnus Kent
Anderson on guitar and Carbone on
drums.
Carbone, a sophomore political science
major at MSUM, classifies the band as a
“high energy, Chicago style
blues band.”
“It’s fairly traditional as far a
blues go, except it has an elec-
tric edge to it,” Carbone said.
“What’s different about us is
that we’re improvisational. A
song might be five minutes one
night and nine minutes the
next night.”
The Warped Melon Blues
Band play cover songs as well
as original music. Many of the
cover songs the band plays are
tweaked in order for the band to
add their own “signature” to the
song, Carbone said.
The band draws inspiration
from such blues artists as
It all started in a kinder-
garten classroom. Douglas
Merrill Fryer found out in his
kindergarten class that others
enjoyed his artwork. In that in-
stance it was dinosaurs.
Douglas Merrill Fryer began
making art.
Years later, the artist’s work
is being shown at galleries
across the nation.
Fryer will be the focus of a
public reception held 4 to 6
p.m. today (Thursday) from  in
the Center for the Arts gallery.
A gallery talk will be held at 5
p.m. 
Artwork by Fryer will be on
display through Tuesday. 
Now his portfolio has grown
to include ads for major com-
panies like American Express,
Bath and Body Works, Chevy
Outdoors Magazine, Cracker
Barrel and Southwest Airlines.
These clients are diverse, but
Fryer has found a way to make
it work for all of them. 
“My goal is to develop content
in the image,” Fryer said.
“Content is a mix of a number
of things, but is generally a
product of subject matter, ma-
terials, formal issues such as
composition, color, drawing and spatial
concerns, and, most importantly, one’s
own unique perspective on life and the
world in which we live.”
Originally from Salt Lake City, Fryer
earned his bachelor of fine arts degree in
illustration from Brigham Young
University in Provo, Utah. He then
worked between New York City and
California as a freelance illustrator and
graphic designer. He later returned to
BYU for his master of fine arts in draw-
ing and painting. 
After living in Vermont with his family
for seven years, he now lives in Utah.
While working with another Utah artist,
Robert Marshall, Fryer created a mural
that stretched 7 feet by 80 feet. This
monstrous art piece depicts Biblical im-
ages. It was made to line one room in the
Nauvoo Temple in Utah. Other artists are
developing art pieces for the other rooms.
“It was an honor to work next to such
distinguished artists on such a worthy
project,” Fryer said. 
Fryer has taught at BYU,
Fashion Institute of
Technology in New York City
and The Hartford Art School
in West Hartford, Conn. He
has worked with various
mediums including oil, wa-
tercolor and mixed media. 
Fryer said he supposes that
the paintings and drawings
featured in the gallery will be
characterized as realism. 
“The paintings and draw-
ings in the show are work
that is very important to me
personally and it is my hope
that many of those who view
the work will sense what I felt
as they were created,” Fryer
said.
Fryer said his family is also
a major inspiration and sup-
port for him.
Students don’t have to be
art majors to understand and
appreciate the feeling that
went into such work.
However, the gallery talk will
be directed toward students
of fine art, illustration and
graphic design. 
Fryer’s illustrations are not
in the show but can be
viewed during his presenta-
tion. 
When asked if he had any
advice for art majors he replied, “Live a
rich, full and honorable life, the kind of
life that will make the creation of art in-
evitable. Develop the skills necessary to
express those vital feelings. Make art
constantly.”
Showings are Monday through
Thursday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday 1 to 4




1 QUEENS OF THE STONE AGE Songs for the Deaf
2 SPARTA             Wiretap Scars
3 FILMMAKER An Invitation to an Accident
4 DOLLY PARTON    Stairway to Heaven
5 TEGAN AND SARA If It Was You
6 BOWLING FOR SOUP Drunk Enough to Dance
7 RHETT MILLER       The Instigator
8  DIVISION OF LAURA LEE Now You Know
9 DOUG MARTSCH         Now You Know
1 0 MILEMAKER           Satanic Verses
1 1  COMMON RIDER This is My Unity Music
1 2 MURDERDOLLS Beyond the Valley of the Murderdools
1 3 GLASSJAW      Worship and Tribute
1 4 COLDPLAY A Rush of Blood To The Head
1 5  BEAUTIFICS The Way We Never Were
1 6 TEN FOOT POLE Bad Mother  Trucker
1 7 SILVERCHAIR               Diorama
1 8  THE USED                    The Used
1 9 BEFORE BRAILLE The Rumor







“The Musical Comedy 
Murders of 1940”




Bruce Springsteen and 






























❒ JUPITER, page 11 ❒ MELON, back page
Painting by Douglas Fryer.
Marching to their own beat
Above: The Warped Melon Blues Band CD
“Waitin’ on My Baby.” Below: Blue Jupiter.
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“I was in wrestling and we
used to make fun of the
cheerleaders all of the time,”
Gonzalez said. “They said, ‘If
you think it’s so easy, why
don’t you do it?’”
After Gonzalez made the
football cheerleading team,
he said he became the brunt
of his old joke. 
“The wrestling coach
thought it was funny. He
said, ‘Wrestling wasn’t hard
enough for you guys?’”
Gonzalez said. “(But) the only
people who would really make
fun of me were people who
didn’t really know me.”
Gonzalez said he found it
funny that he and his friend
were actually pretty good at
cheerleading.
“We could do stuff that the
girls couldn’t do,” he said.
“We could both do the splits
and stuff like that.”
Graham said he and
Delaney went to high school
together and also thought
cheerleading was fun.
“I think a lot of people
respect the fact that you can
go out and play in a sport
that’s not predominantly
male and not really give a
care what other people
think,” Graham said.
Delaney said he was also
hassled by people for belong-
ing to a “girl sport,” but he
liked his new extracurricular.
“It’s a really good workout,”
Delaney said. “They should
try it for themselves and find
out it’s pretty hard to do.” 
Brandt said all three men
did well during the first prac-
tices, which included working
on different jumps and lifts.
She said a former college
male cheerleader also attend-
ed the tryout in order to
assist with any questions.
“It would be great to have an
all guys squad to help with the
girls,” Brandt said. “That’s the
new thing with college guys, to
do lifts with each other, too.
It’s a very dangerous sport








ers this year is
awesome.

























“They (the men) are going to
be assigned a partner, a girl
who they will work specially
with,” Brandt said. 
“You have to know your
partner really well and have a
lot of trust.”
Men interested in joining
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They released their first
album, “Ear Candy,” one
month ago.
“In the last four or five
weeks, our email fan list has
probably doubled,” said
Gasper, commenting on the
response to “Ear Candy”.  
Gasper said the origin
behind the title of their first
album was just a random idea
of his that he persuaded the
other members to accept.
However, he said the arrange-
ments in the album and their
show is attractive and could
be considered ear candy like a
beautiful painting is consid-
ered eye candy. 
Blue Jupiter said they do not
have a specific target audi-
ence.
“We reach children to elder-
ly, and everyone in between,”
said Foust.  
They said they enjoy the
energy high school and college
students give back to them.  
They also said they often
incorporate their audience
into their show.  
“Be ready to participate,”
said Chatham.      
Today Blue Jupiter performs
their album-release concert at
the Fargo Theater. 
Tickets are $5 at the door or
by calling 235-4152.  
Students receive $1 off with
their student I.D.  Doors open
at 6:30 p.m., and the show
will start at 7:30 p.m.
Trystad can be reached 
at shadowfire@hotmail.com.
❒ CHEER, from front
Finneman can be reached 
at crusher69@hotmail.com.
Cheerleaders Mieckal Delaney (right bottom)
helps other cheerleaders lift freshman Cindy
Lee (center). Delaney says anyone who says
cheerleading is a girl sport “should try it them-
selves and find out it’s pretty hard to do.”
PETE MONTECUOLLO /PHOTO EDITOR
❒ JUPITER, from 9
area and entered Hagen,
Pehler said.
Senior Mitch Jackson, who
lives in the Lutheran Campus
Ministries building, said he
drove Tony to a north Fargo
church Sept. 18.
Tony had made an unsuc-
cessful attempt at getting
money from another LCM
resident and then asked
Jackson for hotel money, he
said. Tony also told Jackson
he was trying to get to New
York.
Tony also called a member
of Chi Alpha and visited the
Newman Center at least
twice. Pehler said Tony was
asked to leave the Newman
Center for being abrasive.
Tony is described as a 20-
to 30-year-old black male at
about 5 feet 10 inches tall
and 180-200 pounds, Pehler
said. He was seen wearing a
black jacket and black pants.
Campus Security is investi-
gating whether Tony is a stu-
dent or if he’s passing
through town, Pehler said.
Complaints against Tony
did not include any violent
acts, and solicitation was
usually in person rather than
over the phone, Pehler said.
Tony also seemed to target
males and shied away from
females, he said.
Anyone with any informa-
tion on Tony should contact












Check us  out :  www.mnstate .edu/advocate
Dalrymple can be reached 
at dalrymam@mnstate.edu.
❒ SCAM, from front
Senior outside midfielder Adam Ahonen
probably shouldn’t have played in last
weekend’s matches.
But he wasn’t about to let a torn arch in
his right foot get the best of him; and the
MSUM men’s soccer team was glad he
didn’t settle on a medical suggestion to
stay off his arch for eight to 10 weeks.
After a scoreless first half in the
Dragons’ match against South Dakota
State University, Brookings, Ahonen
notched the game’s only goal late in the
second half, giving the Dragons a 1-0 win
and sole possession of first place in the
Great Plains Conference.
“We needed the ‘W’,” Ahonen said. “I fig-
ured I should play and I came in just to
see if I could spark some offense. I came
in and made the impact. They were the
No. 1 team and we needed that win on the
road.”
The Jackrabbits — who entered the
match with a 3-0-0 record — missed a
penalty kick midway through the second
half, and the game’s momentum shifted in
favor of the Dragons. 
Ahonen scored 10 minutes later, and the
Dragon defense repeatedly cleared
Jackrabbit long-ball attempts in the clos-
ing moments of the match.
Sunday, the Dragons defeated the
University of Minnesota, Morris 4-1. 
After a scoreless first half, graduate for-
ward Eric Singer — playing in his second
game of the season — gave the Dragons a
1-0 lead.
Singer scored the eventual game-winner
with a breakaway goal 10 minutes later.
The Dragons play host to the University
of Mary, Bismarck at 1 p.m. Sunday at
the Pepsi Soccer Complex in Fargo. 
The MSUM football team
endured another tough come-
back in this year’s battle with
Concordia-St. Paul,
losing to the Golden
Bears by a score of
35-28. 














Many of the play-
ers had stated prior




in order to avoid
another disappoint-
ment.
“We just got to play a com-
plete game against them,”
junior quarterback Brad
Duerr said following the Power
Bowl victory.
Unfortunately, it was a case
of deja vu for the Dragons this
year.
Although the Dragons lost,
there were a number of high-
lights during the first three
quarters.
Duerr found
























for MSUM in the
third quarter
when he found junior receiver
Chad Davison for a 29-yard
strike. 
Following a touchdown from
Concordia’s Chris
Washington, Duerr ran anoth-
er score in at the tail end of
the third quarter on a 63-yard
drive. 
But the Dragons’ fortunes
turned against them in the
fourth quarter. 
Concordia scored on its
opening possession, with
quarterback James McNear
finding Nate Harrington in the
Friday and Saturday were two different
stories for the Dragons volleyball team. 
Friday, the Dragons swept Winona
(Minn.) State University 3-0 (30-21, 
30-22, 30-38), breaking their six-game
losing streak. Saturday they fell to
Concordia-St. Paul, who dominated on
both sides of the net in a 3-0 loss (22-30,
13-30, 12-30). 
The Dragons hammered the Warriors
on Friday, thanks to the play of juniors
Melinda Freer and Courtney Syvertson.
Both came alive late in the game, nailing
big kills to open up a Dragon lead. 
Winona State tried turning things
around early in the second game, main-
taining a small lead, but a kill by fresh-
man Jamie Christianson sparked a 6-0





up with a dou-
ble block to win
the game 30-22
and take the
match lead 2-0. 
The Dragons
fought back once again in the third game,
coming away with a hard-fought 30-28
win.
“We did a good job with our offense,”
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TRIVIA 
1. How many years did current
Atlanta Falcon quarterback
Michael Vick play in college?
2. What university did MSUM




2: Providence (R.I.) College
Junior men’s lacrosse attacker
Skyler Akason goes one-on-one
with a teammate in a drill
Tuesday at practice. The
Dragons battle St. Cloud (Minn.)
State University at 9:30 a.m.





Junior hitter Valerie Wolf pounds a kill over two
Concordia-St. Paul defenders last Saturday.
PETE MONTECUOLLO /PHOTO EDITOR
Losing-streak snapped 
Junior wide receiver Chad Davison attempts to catch a pass as a
pair of Concordia-St. Paul defenders approach last Saturday.
PETE MONTECUOLLO /PHOTO EDITOR
Dragons burst into NSIC play with victory over Winona
By DUSTIN MONKE 
Staff Writer






For the second year in a
row, the Dragons (1-1, 
0-1 NSIC) relinquished a
three-quarter advantage,
falling to Concordia (3-0,
1-0 NSIC) 35-28.
Concordia quarterback
James McNear paced the
Golden Bears, going 15





squad to an 18th-
place finish, crossing
the line in 44th.
Sophomore Joe Lynch was 43rd,









The MSUM cross country
team continued its improve-
ment in last Saturday’s St.
Olaf Invitational, which fea-
tured a men’s field of 232 and
a women’s field of 240. 
The men finished 14th and
the women 18th in the invite,
which featured teams from all
over the Midwest. 
Washington University, St.
Louis, claimed the women’s
team title — which was run in
a 6K format instead of the
usual 5K — with 46 points. 
Host St. Olaf, Northfield,
Minn., finished second with
74, Elmhurst (Ill.) College fin-
ished third with 85, St.
Thomas University, St. Paul,
placed fourth (114) and
Minnesota State University,
Mankato was fifth (164). 
Senior Heather Smith con-
tinued to lead the way for the
women’s squad with a 44th-
place time of 25:02, while
freshman Sarah Thome fin-
ished 51st with a time of
25:24.
Assistant coach Tim
McLagan was pleased with
After a solid 3-0 confer-
ence-opening victory
against Winona State, the
Dragons (6-9, 2-1 NSIC)





❒ FOOTBALL, page 14  
❒ X-COUNTRY, page 14  
❒ VOLLEYBALL, page 14  
Concordia mounts 14-point, fourth-
quarter comeback to top Dragons  
MSUM 4, UMM 1 
MSUM 1, SDSU 0 
Whetham can be reached          
at whethajo@mnstate.edu.
A chant to the tune of ‘Oscar
Mayer Wiener’ right before a
game is just one of the inter-
esting rituals of the MSUM
women’s rugby team. 
The Dragons are a young
team, a team of character,
growing stronger with each
game and they have the
bruises to prove it. 
Last year the Dragons,
formed by junior Lisa Cooper
and Helen Schweigart, were
officially recognized as a club
organization. With only five
girls last year, they’ve had to
combine their team with
NDSU.
This year, the team has
tripled, with 15 girls currently
on the roster. Of those 15,
seven are freshmen and four
returned from last year,
including Cooper and
Schweigart.
The team has had a number
of highlights this season, but
ask them what they’ve
enjoyed most and they’d point
to Schweigart, who was sent
to rugby’s penalty box, a “sin-
bin”, for intentionally elbow-
ing an opponent.
Candi Hettinger and Brandi
Schoellerman, both freshmen
and rookies to the sport, said
despite all the bruises, they’ve
enjoyed the sport and are pro-
gressing as a team.
“It’s a fun, exciting experi-
ence,” Schoellerman said.
The Dragons are 2-2 this
season. They defeated St.
Benedicts, Collegeville, Minn.
15-0 and, combined with
Winona (Minn.) State, they
defeated UND.  They lost a dif-
ficult game against St. Cloud




“As the season progresses,
we should get stronger,”
Hettinger said. 
Schoellerman said one way
to describe the physical part
of the sport is bruises, lots of
bruises.
Cooper, a six-year veteran
who plays scrum half, said
there is no great way to
describe rugby and the best
way to understand it is to
come out and see for your-
self.
Sparked by a dissap-
pointing 5-3 loss to the
University of Minnesota-
Duluth, the Dragons
made quick work of UND
in their second game,
blanking the Sioux 10-0
last Saturday at home.
Against Minnesota-
Duluth, junior captain
Brian Sutlief said the
Dragons had possession
of the ball deep in UMD’s
end of the field four times,
but couldn’t register any
5-point trys.
Missed 3-point kicks,
strong cross winds and
multiple penalties
plagued the Dragons, and
a 10-minute Bulldog
man-advantage was too
much for MSUM to
rebound from.
The Dragons next home
match is against St.
John’s University,
Collegeville, Minn., Oct. 5.
Last season, women’s
lacrosse was joined with the
men’s lacrosse team, which
presented both teams with
an identity crisis.
The teams were recognized
as one club, and both teams
shared the same problems:
minimal funding, lack of ade-
quate practice areas and the
absence of  former Canadian
national coach Scott
Godfrey. 
Although he had excellent
coaching experience and
greatly helped the team,
scheduling, practice times
and funding conflicted, forc-
ing Godfrey to resign at the
beginning of this season. 
But the Dragons haven’t let
the aforementioned prob-
lems damper their attitude
this season. 
The women have since sep-
arated, and both teams are
officially recognized as indi-
vidual clubs.
Junior Vicki Yager has a
positive outlook on the sea-
son and she said the girls
have a great work ethic and
determination. 
“This is our second real
season,” Yager said. “We
aren’t affiliates anymore.
Ninety percent of our players
are returning from last year,
and seven new players have
signed on.” 
Yager is captain along with
junior Jamie Albrecht and
sophomore Jess Roshau. 
Neither team currently has
a coach.
The women’s first tourna-
ment of the season is the 2nd
Annual Dragon Lacrosse
Invitational Tournament on
Saturday. The women battle
the University of Minnesota-
Duluth.




lacrosse $7,000 to split
between the teams. The
women also held a car wash
and have other fund-raisers
planned for the future.
Despite minimal practice
space, the Dragons practice
three days a week on the
north side of Nemzek. 
Yager said she’s looking for
any girls interested in play-
ing lacrosse and added ath-
letic experience isn’t a neces-
sity. 
“We are always looking for
new members. Anybody’s
welcomed to play,” Yager
said.  
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AHEAD
VOLLEYBALL
A road trip is slated next for
the Dragons, beginning with
a match against the
University of Minnesota-
Duluth at 7 p.m. Friday. 
MEN’S RUGBY
The men’s rugby team hits





The men’s soccer team plays
host to the University of Mary,
Bismarck, at 1 p.m. Saturday
at the Pepsi Soccer Complex
in Fargo.
FOOTBALL
The Dragons travel to
Winona (Minn.) State
University for a game
















Dragons fall to NCC
powers NDSU, 
St. Cloud State
A lack of steady intensity combined
with youth and inexperience has creat-
ed a stew of inconsistency for the
women’s soccer team this season.
The Dragons — who have suffered





another match to St. Cloud (Minn.)
State University 4-1 last Saturday.
Head women’s coach Eric Swanbeck
said the Dragons haven’t shied away
from physical play, but, they need time
to develop.
“We’ve got some physical development
to do,” Swanbeck said. “Other teams
are stronger and more physical. But
you have to give our girls credit, they
don’t shy away from contact.”
Last Wednesday, the Dragons kept
the match close in the opening 25 min-
utes of the first half, but three NDSU
goals in a 14-minute span gave the
Bison a 3-0 halftime lead. 
“We started off OK,” Swanbeck said.
“We were in the game and we had offen-
sive opportunities. But we let down and
Junior outside center John Hoeser rushes through a pack of
Minnesota-Duluth defenders in last Saturday’s game at home.
PETE MONTECUOLLO /PHOTO EDITOR
Freshman Candy Hettinger
powers through a teammate in
pratice last Tuesday.
JASON PROCHNOW /THE ADVOCATE
A team of their own
Women’s lacrosse freshman Amanda Anderson, left, passes
a ball around junior Mary Kreie during a recent practice. 
JASON PROCHNOW /THE ADVOCATE
By KATIE JOHNSON 
Staff Writer
Young Dragon squad breaks into first official season










❒ W-SOCCER, page 14  
LACROSSE TOURNAMENT 
MEN 
At HOME Sat. and Sun.
Intramural/soccer fields
East of Nemzek track 
UM-Duluth at 12:30 p.m. Sat.
UM-Duluth at 4 p.m. Sat.
St. Cloud State at 9:30 a.m. Sat.




St. Olaf at 10:45 a.m. Sun.
WOMEN’S RUGBY PREVIEW
Krier can be reached          
at krierka@mnstate.edu.
SPOTLIGHT
Johnson can be reached        
at katiej_57260@hotmail.edu.
end zone. The Dragons then
punted and McNear
answered back with another
touchdown pass. 
The Dragons’ shortcom-
ings weren’t over just yet.
On the ensuing drive, with
the score 28-28, the
Dragons coughed up the





third touchdown of the
game, capping the come-
back with a 35-28 victory.
McNear, a freshman, was a
major factor in Concordia’s
(3-0, 1-0 NSIC) victory, and
has gained the attention of
the NSIC this season.
“He’s only going to get bet-
ter,” Micheli said of McNear.
“They do things that make
him a good quarterback.”
The Dragons had a chance
to even the score on their
next drive, but ran out of
downs as they lost their first
game of the NSIC season.
The Dragons’ next action
takes place this weekend as
they travel to Winona
(Minn.) State University. 
The Warriors beat Bemidji
(Minn.) State University over
the weekend for their first
win of the season.
The Dragons’ game with
Winona last season ended in
defeat in a manner similar
to last Saturday’s game with
Concordia-St. Paul. 
Micheli reiterated what
Duerr had said two weeks
before.
“We’ve been in a game with
them [last season],” Micheli
said. “We just need to finish
it.”
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Possibility of demonic roommate causes extreme distress
As I prepared to start my
college career, only one thing
really frightened me. I rarely
w o r r i e d
a b o u t
strict pro-




s h o w i n g
up for the
w r o n g
class or
b e i n g
hated by





terrified me: my roommate.
When my roommate assign-
ment came in the mail, I put
off calling her. I hung up the
paper with her name, address
and phone number on my to-
do bulletin board. Items
around it came and went, but
the roommate problem
remained, staring at me from
the wall.
What if she thought I was a
freak? What if she was a
freak? What if she was bossy
and evil? On "Buffy the
Vampire Slayer," Buffy's
roommate turned out to be a
demon. What if my roommate
was a figurative demon, if not
a literal one?
Finally, a month before
move-in day, I got up the
nerve to call her. Her machine
answered and I immediately
hung up.
I stared at the phone, trying
to get up the nerve to call
again. Finally, I picked up the
phone, called her and left a
message.
Fifteen minutes later, she
called me back. She seemed
OK. She laughed at my jokes,
even the ones that weren't
funny. She too came from a
family of nine. She was look-
ing forward to moving away
from home. We both agreed
we were happy to be moving
in with each other so we
could have some privacy.
When I hung up the phone,
I felt reassured that my
future roommate was, at the
very least, not a demon. 
We e-mailed each other a
few times and then, move-in
day arrived. I got to the room
before her, so I had first pick
of everything. By the time she
arrived, I had all my belong-
ings in their places and felt
ready to meet her. 
When she walked in the
door, she wasn’t at all what I
expected. She seemed nice
enough, she didn't care that I
had usurped most of the
space in the room and she
seemed genuinely happy to be
living with me.
Over the next few weeks, we
got to know each other fairly
well. The more I got to know
her, the more I came to like
her. We're not best buds —
and I'm pretty sure we won't
ever be — but I feel like she
respects me. 
She laughs at my jokes,
even when they're not funny,
because she feels it’s impor-
tant to me. She doesn’t get
mad when I leave my dirty
laundry all over the floor.
When I’m up late at night,
unable to sleep, she doesn't
mind.
She’s quiet in the mornings
when I’m skipping class so
she doesn't wake me up. She
understands the importance
of letting me have the remote
control and she never disses
“Buffy.”
OK, so she occasionally
talks in her sleep and she’s
way too cheerful in the morn-
ing, but overall, I think we
make a pretty good match.
Unless she’s just pretending
to like me until she can act





“Only one thing, one
person terrified me:
my roommate.”
Strnad can be reached 
at AliciaWithAY@cableone.net.
Senior quarterback Brad Duerr trys to avoid a pair of Concordia-St.
Paul defenders in Saturday’s game at Nemzek.
PETE MONTECUOLLO /THE ADVOCATE
Ralph Micheli
Head football coach“
We played good for
three quarters, and we
didn’t for one quarter.
They’re a good foot-
ball team.
❒ FOOTBALL, from 12  
Goethe can be reached          
at coomscorner8@hotmail.com.
❒ VOLLEYBALL , from 12  
head coach Tammy Blake-
Kath said.
The Dragons hoped to take
their momentum from
Friday into their game
against the Golden Bears. 
But the Golden Bears had
other plans.
The Dragons held the lead
once in the entire match.
After a competitive first
game,  the Golden Bears
dominated the Dragons in
the second and third games.
“In the second and third
game we didn’t pass well,”
Blake-Kath said.
Freer, who had seven kills,
led the Dragons. Syvertson
added five kills and three
blocks and sophomore
Heather Smith came up with
12 digs and one service ace.
Monke can be reached          
at dustin_monke@hotmail.com.
❒ W-SOCCER, from 13  
lost our intensity.”
After a two-hour weather
delay, the Dragons opened
the second half on a positive
note, with freshman forward
Danielle Thompson notch-
ing the Dragons’ lone goal of
the game in the 49th
minute.
But the Bison were too
strong, scoring three more




scored the Dragons’ only
goal and freshman goal-
keeper Tammi Radder
turned away 15 St. Cloud
State shots.
❒ X-COUNTRY, from 12  
both runners’ performances
and expects the two to push
each other as the season con-
tinues. 
“[Smith] really only ran 12
miles last week,” McLagan
said. “She had a light week
because we’re trying to keep
her healthy. 
“Sarah’s pushing Heather,
and Heather hasn’t been
pushed in three years by a
teammate.” 
Freshman Erin Gravalin
continued to be a strong third
runner, but couldn’t maintain
her early pace, finishing 89th
in a time of 27:12.
Rounding out the scoring for
MSUM were sophomores
Kerry Plath and Katy Nagel,
who finished 98th and 100th,
respectively. 
“Kerry did a great job,
McLagan said. “She ran clos-
er to our front runners than
she’d been and I’m excited to
see what she’ll do week-in
and week-out.” 
In the men’s competition,
North Central College,
Naperville, Ill., dominated
with a score of 27. 
The University of
Wisconsin, Stevens Point,




Sophomore Joe Lynch con-
tinued to be MSUM’s leader
with a time 27:18, placing
43rd.
“Joe came out too fast and
didn’t do as well as he had
last week,” McLagan said.
“But [Lynch] finished strong.”
Sophomore Brandon
Beaudry was the Dragons’
second runner and senior
Trevor Vossen finished third,
placing 84th and 93rd.   
Sophomore Joe Yard also
ran a strong race for MSUM,
finishing only a few seconds
behind Vossen in 98th place,
and sophomore John Peter
claimed 100th.
MSUM will compete in the
Roy Griak Invitational —
which is the University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis,
home invitational —
Saturday in Falcon Heights,
Minn.
DCamp can be reached          
at dcampsc@mnstate.edu.
What if my roommate was a




Whetham can be reached        
at whethajo@mnstate.edu.
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MSUM students took a nine-
day trip to Costa Rica last sum-
mer with members of the
Spanish department through
EF Tours. Among those who
went were Spanish professor
Benjamin Smith and seniors
Tamera Parrish and Jaime
Swanson.
This trip gave students the
opportunity to go on the trip
and get one optional Spanish
credit. In order to get the credit,
students were required to turn
in a journal of their impressions
of the language and culture.
No matter which option the
students took, Smith said they
all seemed to “thoroughly enjoy
themselves.”
While talking about the trip,
Parrish enthusiastically said, “I
had fun!”
The MSUM group went on the
tour with three other groups
from Colorado, Louisiana and
Oklahoma. They visited Costa
Rica’s capital city, San Jose,
rural and urban areas and the
ocean. Parrish said they got to
see all aspects of the Costa
Rican culture.
Smith said one major high-
light of the trip was “a horse-
back ride we took through the
countryside on our way from
the base of an active volcano
up into the cloud forest. The
quiet, pristine setting
through which we rode is
unparalleled in the world.
None of us will ever forget
that experience.”
Another exciting event the
group shared was a canopy
tour. “The unique thing
about this canopy tour was
that we would ride from tree
top to tree top on a zip line,”
said Smith. “It was like fly-
ing. We were absolutely
thrilled to have that experi-
ence.”
Since the abolishment of
Costa Rica’s military in
1948, all funds that would
have gone to the military
have been channeled into
education. 
“The country is very clean
and for the most part very
safe,” Smith said. 
They were encouraged to
drink the water and did so
everywhere they went.
Smith, who has traveled all
over South America, said,
“People should visit the country
for its beauty and biological
diversity as well as for the
opportunity to experience
another country whose culture
is safe and friendly.”
“Whatever opportunity stu-
dents get to study abroad they
should seize with both hands,”
Smith said. “Experiencing five
minutes in another country is
worth countless hours of study-
ing that same country in a
classroom. 
“In addition, the language
experience they acquire is
invaluable.
CLASSIFIEDS





COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
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Spring Break
SPRING BREAK 2003. Travel
with STS America’s #1 Student
Tour Operator. Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas or
Florida. Sell trips, earn cash,
travel free. Free information and
reservations: 800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
Looking for a place that can be
secured. I don’t need too much
space, but enough to hold vari-
ous sound equipment and sever-
al people. I prefer an area where
noise is not a problem. Not reck-
less, but music would be loud at
times. Can negotiate any details.
Any info? Call 729-4613 any-
time.
Royal Fork is now accepting
applications for all positions.
Part-time, full-time, day or
evening. No experience neces-
sary, excellent starting wages
and very flexible schedule
around school. Paid breaks,
meal benefits, paid vacations,
health and dental insurance.
Apply Monday through Friday at
4325 13th Ave. S., Fargo.
Ideal part-time job for students.
Light commercial cleaning in
office buildings. Early evening
hours, Monday through Friday.
Shifts are from two to five hours
per night. No weekends. Apply in
person at 3431 Fourth Ave. S.,
Suite C, Fargo.
Spring Break ’03 with
StudentCity.com. The ultimate
vacation in Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica
and more! Packages include air-
fare, seven nights hotel, FREE
FOOD, FREE DRINKS and 150
percent lowest price guarantee.
Reps Wanted! Organize 15
friends and get hooked up with
two free trips and VIP treatment!
Also earn extra cash and bonus
prizes just for promoting
StudentCity.com. Call 800-293-
1445 or e-mail sales@studentci-
ty.com today!
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break 2003 to
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or the Bahamas for
FREE. Call us now at 800-795-
4786 or e-mail us at sales@sun-
coastvacations.com.
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE.
Reps needed. Earn $$$. Group
discounts for six+. 888-THINK-
SUN (888-844-6578 dept. 2626)
or www.springbreakdiscounts.com.
Looking for retail sales/cashiers.
Apply Monday through Friday at
Harbor Freight Tools, 3207 Main
Ave., Fargo. 239-0052.
Call 236-2551 to place
a classified ad in
next week’s Advocate.
Occasional baby-sitting needed
in my home in south Moorhead.
Sitter wanted to watch my 3-
year-old daughter. Intermittent
evenings/possibly some days as
needed. Call for details: 287-
8057.
Earn a free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for
students or organizations to sell
our Spring Break package to
Mexico. 800-366-4786.




ate results with a registered
nurse. Call 237-6530.
Empowering women to make a
sound choice. 1351 Page Drive,
Suite 205 (south of Ground
Round in Fargo). Monday: 9
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Thursday: 9 a.m. to 5





est prices! Hottest destinations
and parties: Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida, Texas and Bahamas
party. Cruise! Fifteen years
experience. Campus reps want-
ed. Free trips.
Computers for sale. Name your
budget and get the most bang
for your buck. E-mail me at
uatn002@hotmail.com or call
299-4592 and ask for Aaron
Neumann for more information.
Table tennis: Wednesday and
Sunday leagues forming for all
levels. For Wednesday league,
call Dan at 287-2112. For
Sunday league, contact Gary at
277-0377.
We PAY to party and we need
marketing reps! Great commis-
sions and full training provided.
Reps get FREE trips and VIP
access on site! Lowest spring
break prices and largest parties
in South Padre, Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan. 877-633-
2386. jobs@intertiatours.com.
On the U of M in Dinkytown.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs
and Student Groups. Earn
$1,000 to $2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus
Fundraiser three-hour fundrais-
ing event. Our programs make
fund-raising easy with no risks.
Fund-raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact Campus
Fundraiser at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
Sixteen years. One spring break
destination. One company. Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, and you will
never want to use a different
Spring Break company again! Sign
up by Nov. 1 and get more than





Fargo. Starting at $260. Heat
paid, laundry. 238-0081.
Three-bedroom: living room with
hardwood flooring, new kitchen
with tub/shower combo, central
air conditioning, FREE washer
and dryer, off-street parking, car
plugs. North of campus. 236-
1143 or 371-1088.
Four-bedroom: living room with
hardwood flooring, new kitchen,
two full baths with tub/shower
combos, computer room, laundry
room with FREE washer and
dryer. Chest freezer within apart-
ment, air conditioned, second
refrigerator, off-street parking,
car plugs. Northwest of campus.
236-1143 or 371-1088.
Two-bedroom: huge living room,
large kitchen, bath with
tub/shower combo, hardwood
flooring in bedrooms, air condi-
tioned, FREE washer and dryer.






friends of P.Will do typing/transcribing. $10
per hour, experienced typist. Call
Janelle, 271-0993. 
Save this ad! Mailbox empty?
Would you like a care package








A group of students from the
MSUM Spanish department sight
see on a recent trip to Cost Rica.
Krier can be reached
at krierka@mnstate.edu.
MSUM Campus Security can
now ride in style and safety
since the university kept its
promise of purchasing a new
Jeep Liberty for the security
team this fall. 
The new vehicle cost
$19,833 and had 200 miles.
This left $167 to add the light
bar and the MSUM graphics.
The American flag  was on the
vehicle when it was pur-
chased.
Campus Security now has
three cars, including the new
jeep. The car that was
replaced had 140,000 miles, a
bad transmission and other
problems. Campus Security
officers are still driving the old
vehicle, however, until anoth-
er new car can be purchased. 
“Our goal is to get a new car
every year for the next two
years,” said Mike Pehler, cam-
pus security director. 
Campus Security would also
like to have other vehicles
with the same style and color,
he said.
Jesse Elizondo, the daytime
shift commander, drives the
Jeep Liberty. 
“I really like it. It makes a
big difference sitting up high-
er. It’s easier to get in and out
of, easier on our backs and
easier to see the permits,”
Elizondo said.
The jeep will also help dur-
ing the winter months. With
four-wheel drive, officers can
drive even in parking lots with
excessive snow, Pehler said.
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Campus Security gets new ride
By SARAH OLSONAWSKI
Staff Writer
Jesse Elizondo, daytime shift commander, displays the new
Campus Security vehicle.
Olsonawski can be reached 
at sjo1250@hotmail.com.
❒ SCHEDULE, from front
FILE PHOTO
The annual burning of the M and homecoming activities com-
mence Monday. 
Muddy Waters, B.B. King,
Willie Dixon and George
Thoroughgood.
Over the six years of their
existence, the band has
played all over Fargo-
Moorhead including perfor-
mances in Kirby’s, Ralph’s,
Playmakers, The Bowler as
well as several other bars and
restaurants.
The group has also been on
the rotation at Speck’s Bar in
Fargo since they began per-
forming as a group.
Lately the group has been
attempting to shift over to
playing more festivals rather
than bars and restaurants,
Carbone said.
The band has performed at
the Fargo Blues Festival, the
Fargo Winter Blues Festival
and the Park Rapids (Minn.)
Blues Festival.
Recently the band finished
recording an album in
Jamestown, N.D.
The album features seven
cover songs and five original
songs and were recorded in
six hours at Beach City
Studios in Jamestown.
“Because it’s a live record-
ing, it’s not as pristine. But in
blues I don’t think that’s as
important,” Carbone said. “I
think capturing the spirit and
the music that is created by
the instruments is what really
matters.”
To kick off their new album,
the Warped Melon Blues Band
will perform at 8:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday at
Speck’s Bar, Fargo.
❒ MELON, from 9
Lemer can be reached 
at blemer@blemer.com.
Winters from 8 to 9:30 p.m. in
the CMU Ballroom. Admission
is $3 with a student ID.
All offices and residence
halls are invited to decorate
either a front desk or office for
the office decorating contest
Thursday, Oct. 3. MSUM will
host the variety show and
coronation from 6 to 8 p.m. in
the CMU Ballroom.
Also Thursday, the Johnny
Holm Hawaiian Dance kicks
off at 9 p.m. at the Fargo Civic
Auditorium and goes until 1
a.m.
Weekend fun begins at noon
Oct. 4 with the Dragon Bash
in front of the library until 3
p.m. Be sure to stick around
and cheer for the
‘Dragonettes” during the
Powder Puff football game at 6
p.m.
The annual Distinguished
Alumni Awards banquet also
starts at 6 p.m. Friday at the
Ramada Plaza Suites in Fargo.
Frank Leidenfrost, Millie
Hegrenes Stenehjem, Vickie
Boutiette, Ken Peeders and
Wayne Ingersoll will be hon-
ored this year.
An alumni street dance will
feature the band Boogie
Wonderland Friday night in
front of Coach’s Sports Pub.
Tickets are $5 in advance or
$10 at the door.
Saturday, Oct. 5, two alumni
from MSUM’s College of
Business and Industry––Rick
Kasper and Roger Erickson––
will be honored at a 10 a.m.
brunch.
At noon, the annual MSUM
Doo-Dah Parade will march
down 11th Street to Ninth
Avenue and 17th Street.
At 1:30 p.m., the Dragons
battle the University of
Minnesota Crookston during
the annual Homecoming foot-
ball game.
Five MSUM alumni will be
inducted into the Dragon Hall
of Fame at a 6 p.m. banquet at
the Ramada Plaza Suites.
Those honored are John
Morley, Dennis Anderson, Ron
Graham, Bob Hopek, Al
Santwire and Wendy Frappier.
Homecoming week will con-
clude with the formal dance in
the CMU Ballroom from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m.
many negative vibes that gov-
ernment bureaucrats opted to
change its name to The Water
Resources Act.
What’s so compelling about
“The Promise of Water” is the
contrast of power, politics and
promise surrounding the pro-
ject, detailed in Silberman’s
essay, set against the stark




and a scarred, isolated land-
scape that mirrors the muddle
surrounding the Garrison
Diversion Project.
❒ DOCUMENTARY, from 5
Tornell can be reached 
at tornell@mnstate.edu.
advocate@
mnstate.edu
